HRSA Grantees will find resources to help them manage their grants here. See HHS Grants Policy Statement: Publications (PDF - 111 KB) for specific. Policy. Revised HHS Travel Policy Manual. As part of the transition to the new the Office of Grants and Acquisition Policy and Accountability’s (OGAPA) policy.

NIH Grants Policy Statement (3/31/2015) - Effective for all NIH grants and cooperative agreements with budget periods beginning on or after December 26, 2014.


Welcome to ACF’s grants page! We offer funding for a variety of competitive and mandatory grant programs serving families, children, individuals. Research Policies Searchable database of AHRQ Grants, Working Papers & HHS Recovery Act Projects The MARQUIS implementation manual explains how hospitals can implement a bundle of interventions to improve medication. New NIH Grants Policy Statement. The National Institutes of Health (NIH) has released the new NIH Grants Policy Statement (pdf), which has been aligned.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: LAWS PROHIBIT THE USE OF HHS GRANT FUNDS FOR GRANTS ADMINISTRATION MANUAL (AAGAM) ARE HHS INTERNAL POLICIES.

The Indian Health Service (IHS) is accepting competitive grant applications for the products are expected from the project (i.e., policies and procedures manual, In accordance with HHS Grants Policy Statement, Part II-27, IHS requires. accordance with the OHR Compensation Manual. HHS Grants Policy Statement, NSU Accounting & Financial Policies and Procedures Manual, Finance. Loans & Grants Transmittals, Internet-Only Manual Updates, Manual Updates, Quarterly Provider FDA Authority, Programs, and Policy regarding cosmetics.

Agency-Specific Grants Pages are useful places to review ongoing funding programs, upcoming deadlines, grants policies and regulations, HHS.govGrants · Agency for HealthcareResearch and Quality (AHRQ) Recent Grants Conferences, Grant Proposal Guide · Grants Policy Manual · NSF Awards Abstracts Database.

Limited Submission: HHS/NIH – NEI Center Core Grant for Vision Research (P30). An NEI Center Core Grant combines three or more Resource and/or Service Cores.